VX-PRO4
The Brand New VX-Pro4 evolved from the much loved VX-Pro3. Years of experience can be found in
this ultimate off road helmet. The perfect choice for MX, Enduro or Off Road use.
Found in every Arai helmet, the basic & simple organic shell shape is based on the R75 Shape concept.
The Absence of exaggerated edges or protrusions on the shell is not a lack of creativity, but the
commitment to maintaining the integrity of the shell, with real world impact performance.

Outer Shell
cLc (complex Laminate construction)
Contains a specially designed composite bre that is sandwhiched
between the two layers of Super Fiber Laminate. The composite
bre acts as a reinforcement layer without adding signicantly to
the weight of the helmet

Dry-Cool® liner
The completely removable and washable DryCool® interior lining is developed for and tested in
MotoGP. It uses micro water cells to improve
moisture and heat transfer from the head to the
airow and dries much faster than conventional
textiles. Keeps your head cool and dryer during a
long ride

Mouth Vent
Mounted from the outside to further improve
penetration resistance. The one-piece, stainless steel
mesh screen provides a durable barrier against roost
while maximizing mud packing. The removable
screen is easy to clean.

Innovative Peak
The Arai peak scavenges and forces air into
the forehead for cooling.
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Ventilation
Easy to clean diffusers create a strong venturi vacuum at the
rear. Centre top vent for increased air ow. Under-peak air
intake collects and directs cool air to the helmet. Inner chin vent
shutter prevents debris coming into the helmet in dusty riding
conditions. Goggle ventilation and lower side vents.

Facial Contour System (FCS)
To offer an even better snug t and enhancing
the comfort to the lower jaw, the Facial Contour
System (FCS) works with a foam spring support
in the cheek pad that compresses and rebounds.

Dirt Removal
Removal of vents and mouth vent enables the
rider to clean mud or other objects with ease.
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Goggle Band Guidance
Eye-opening side trim and riged vent
ducts
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TRADE PRICING MAY ATTRACT STOCKIST DISCOUNT. SPECIAL NET OVER-RIDES A STOCKIST DISCOUNT. PRICING SUBJECT TO CHANGE AT ANY TIME.

